Dr Bruce Dewe MD
EPIGENETIC Healing Cycles
Your DNA is NOT your Destiny

Co-Founder PKP International
Former Hospital Superintendent
Chartered Natural Medicine Practitioner
Life Member Australian Institute of Kinesiologists
One of the Founding Fathers of Kinesiology

When: 9:00am-5pm, Sunday, July 30th.
Where: Kinesiology Connection, 563 Burwood Road, Hawthorn, VIC 3122
Cost: $300

You will learn in this ONE day Instructor Training workshop for BKP 101-105 grads (you can come with just BKP101)

- How to help reduce mental & emotional suffering related to universal fears, 8x major job stresses and 25 common relationship issues.
- The basics of Epigenetics - the epigenome is in control of gene expression. You are not a victim.
- 15 Epigenetic modulators you can use for good.
- The power of the General Circulation of Energy.
- 5x Energy Cycles including Resilience (STPs) the Vesuvius (TRVs) and Self-soothing & Calming.
- To clear subconscious murmurs of past traumas.
- The power of putting your client in the driver’s seat.
- How to qualify to teach this powerful material.

Book with: Kinesiology Connection Ph: 03 9819 6835 or Em: admin@kinesiology.com.au